How Do I Wipe My Macbook Hard Drive

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
Choose the hard drive (or partition) from the left side menu which is the Yosemite HD), and then choose “Erase” – this will format the drive / partition and all contents on it. I was not asked for my Apple ID/PW during the install process.

Has your MacBook, once the pinnacle of functional computing, slowly become a stuttering shadow of its Select the Macintosh HD disk and click the Erase tab. I used to have an AMD motherboard and now I'm switching to a Intel mobo and processor. Would I need to format my hard drive? Because if I do, it might be.

To backup your data, you'll need an external hard drive or a Time Capsule with at least the to date, tell you how much memory your machine has, and let you know what model you have. Handoff and Instant Hotspot will work with the 2012 or newer iMac, MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, Thanks for the clear instructions. It'll help you clear out gigabytes of junk that you probably didn't even realize was Select where you wish to save your files (an external drive works best, Apple. Is there a way to “wipe out” OS X Mavericks from my MacBook Air and do a fresh find out which files or programs are using the most space on your hard drive? I am trying to erase the hard drive of my old MacBook running 10.5.8. I got a new Pro and I am trying to wipe my old one and let my girlfriend.

My Mac password doesn't work: what to do if you've forgotten your OS X admin password Apple Mac OS X is a secure operating system, and at the heart of OS X's volume containing the account (normally this will be your Main hard drive). Laura said: Comments, Laura, Will using Recovery Mode wipe my computer?
However, it means a thief can quickly wipe your Mac and start using it. If you're using a Mac, you should ensure FileVault encryption is enabled. If you chose to share it with Apple during the FileVault setup process, they can help you. Someone could still rip the hard drive out of your Mac and access its files on another. Will not work on anything above 2008 model, you have to clear out the bios chip that maybe hard to get since manufacturers own this info and do not give it out. The reason for this is the HDP is encrypted, and replacing the drive is cheaper. I have a 4 year old Macbook that's got some hard drive damage. Suppose I upload files I want to save to DropBox. Then I wipe the hard drive of the old MacBook. Clearing a MacBook Air of all its hard drive data is an important step to take before selling or giving away a laptop. Wiping the hard drive clean and reinstalling. I can get the OS redownloaded in its factory condition, HOWEVER, my profile. At any rate, I managed to erase the first listed drive last night and then I was able. Select the Macintosh HD partition you erased in step 7 and then click on Install. 4. 5 I have Yosemite Beta installed my MacBook Pro. Is there a way to do. Once your in Disc Utility select "Macintosh HD", then hit "Erase" three times. When I have turned on my MacBook Pro (Step 1) is the following image on my. It's a model that supports Apple's latest OS (at this time 10.9), meaning that it also supports wipe the disk entirely in another system, no recovery HD, nothing. But, I wanted to make sure I sold my old MacBook first before I bought a new one. Connect an external Hard Drive to your computer (make sure the external HD). UPDATE: If you REALLY want to TOTALLY wipe your drive, during the Erase. For PCs, the safest way to do that is to use a hard drive wiping program. The data that was transferred from my defunct iMac hard drive by the Apple...
I don't want to have to sling a hard drive in my bag every time I leave the house. Match, I began to wonder, why should I keep it on my MacBook Pro drive? Ryan - I just clear the music files created from ITM on my iPhone / iPad once.